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the genarts sapphire 4.0 changelog includes new filters, effects,
and post-effects, as well as support for newer mac operating
systems including os x 10.13 (high sierra), os x 10.11 (el capitan),
and os x 10.10 (yosemite). it also offers a simplified interface, an
expanded motion path library, ability to move and rotate images
in the timeline, support for multiple color profiles, improved
parameter and content analysis, and more. with the new
interface, which is similar to the fourth version of the app, genarts
aims to make sapphire easier to use. one of the biggest changes
is the ability to access more custom filters with one click, and
make edits directly in the timeline. the updated interface has
everything you need at your fingertips, including switches to
speed up, slow down, or reset actions, and animated preview
modes. the general tools now include a more intuitive editor
window that, compared to the previous version, lets you easily
move and rotate objects, preview the scene, and use a 2d to 3d
camera with motion path, 3d tracking, and morph. in this version,
genarts sapphire lets you easily expand or contract the selection
of a region of a face. so, you can easily edit the shape of the face
in a preview window. currently, the region may include the entire
face, an eyebrow, eyelashes, some part of the hair, mouth, and
nose, or a complex configuration of parts. genarts sapphire 9 will
give you an intuitive and intuitive interface, including support for
the most common 3d editing tools, like the wacom tablet, colorize
your images easily, and send your creations directly to the stage
for fast, real-time feedback. genarts sapphire
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